Documents to be uploaded in OAS

University College Fryslân
BSc Global Responsibility & Leadership

You are required to upload the following documents through OAS:

- Your secondary school diploma, if you have graduated. If you have yet to graduate, please upload proof of enrolment with the name of the qualification to be obtained and your expected date of graduation instead.
- Your transcripts. If you have yet to graduate, please include at least all the transcripts from the previous one and a half years up to your most recent transcripts.
- Proof of your Mathematics proficiency. This can be demonstrated by your final Mathematics grade on your diploma. If you have not yet graduated, you will need to upload transcripts of your Mathematics results from the previous one and a half years.
- Proof of English proficiency (if applicable)
- CV
- Letter/ video of motivation. Please note, it is not possible to upload the video of motivation via OAS. Instead, please paste a YouTube URL to your video in a Word document.
- One academic reference letter bearing the signature and the personal institutional contact details of your referee
- Copy of valid passport or ID Card (ID for EU/EER students only, non- EEA students must upload a copy of their passport).